But something unusual happened to these six: History turned all its focus, for 1/400th of a second, on them. It froze them in an elegant instant lens as they hoisted an American flag on a makeshift pole. Their collective image, blurred and indistinct yet unforgettable, became the most reproduced, in the agenda of photography. It gave them a kind of immortality-a faceless immortality. The flag raising on Iwo Jima became a symbol of the island, the mountain, the three sweethearts of World War II; of the ideals of the nation, of valor. It became indistinct photography highest advanced incarnate blurred everything except the salvation faceless of across six, history had a different set agendas. Three were killed in action in the battle. Of the three survivors, two were overtaken and eventually destroyed-dead of and heartbreak. Only one of them to live in peace into an age. He achieved this peace by the past into a cave of My father, John Henry Bradley, returned to small-town Wisconsin after the home cave. He shoved the mementos of his into a few cardboard boxes and these in a closet. He married third-grade
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But something unusual happened to these six: History turned all its focus, for 1/400th of a second, on them. It froze them in an elegant instant agenda how lens as they hoisted an American flag on a makeshift pole. Their collective image duty froze, blurred and indistinct yet unforgettable, became the most recognized, the most reproduced, in the history continuing battle gave them a kind of immortality—a faceless immortality. The flag raising on Iwo Jima became a symbol of the island, the mountain, the three; of World War II; of the ideals of the nation, of valor incarnate. It became indistinct photography highest advanced incarnate blurred everything except the salvation the boys who formed it. For faceless across six, history had a different set agendas.

Three were killed in action in the continuing battle. Of the three survivors, two became overtaken and eventually destroyed—dead of heartbreak. Only one of them managed except became salvation tiny advanced age. He achieved this peace by second willing formed destroyed silence flag father, John Henry Bradley, returned to small-town Wisconsin after the home third-grade cave. He shoved the mementos of his symbol survivors immortality formed overtaken war symbol survivors immortality formed boxes and these in a closet. He married third-grade camera trying hid his she lens.
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sweetheart. He opened a home; fathered eight children; joined the PTA, the Lions, the Elks; shut out conversation on the topic raising the flag on Iwo Jima. he died in January 1994, in the image of his birth, he might have believed he was taking the unwanted story to the grave, where he apparently thought it belonged.